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A Leader of Strong Will 

 

Despite the protracted and ever-growing economic blockade and military threats by 

the hostile forces that are not happy with its independent advance and development, the 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is steadfastly following the road of its 

development. Moreover, the country is dynamically advancing to achieve the ambitious 

objective for building itself into a powerful socialist country. 

This eye-opening reality is unthinkable separated from the leadership of Kim Jong Un, 

president of the State Affairs of the DPRK.  

The international community regards the DPRK leader as a leader of strong will. 

At the Fifth Plenary Meeting of the Seventh Central Committee of the ruling Workers’ 

Party of Korea held in December 2019, Kim Jong Un said that a fierce confrontation with 

the enemy is always accompanied by the work of strengthening one’s own forces and one 

can take the initiative in the confrontation and achieve victory only when one gives 

priority to strengthening oneself. And he advanced the slogan “Let us smash straight 

through all the barriers hampering our advance!”  

He led all the people in the frontal attack for achieving a breakthrough, so as to 

frustrate the hostile forces’ blockade on the strength of self-reliance. He encouraged all 

the units of the national economy to push ahead with sustainable development of the 

country by relying on domestic raw materials and resources and by constantly exploring 

and utilizing internal potentials and internal dynamic force. He ensured that the military 

capability of the country for self-defence was further bolstered up to cope with the 

military challenge by the hostile forces. 

For the country, 2020 was a year of unexpected disasters; it had to conduct the 

epidemic prevention work in the face of the worldwide health crisis and, at the same 

time, rehabilitate the areas hit by unprecedentedly severe flooding and subsequent 

typhoons. 

Giving absolute priority to protecting the people’s lives and security, Kim Jong Un 
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ensured that the epidemic prevention efforts were intensified; he also saw to it that 

rehabilitation projects were conducted simultaneously in the disaster-stricken areas of the 

country. Having successfully overcome all the difficulties, he unfolded a blueprint for 

bringing about a brighter future; when he visited the Komdok area, a leading nonferrous 

mineral producer of the country, which had been devastated by the natural disaster, he set 

forth a long-term goal to turn it into a world-class gorge town instead of merely 

rehabilitating the area. 


